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denburg's favourite among the party chancellors; despite the
difference in their temperaments Stresemann came to rely upon
him for support in a way that he had never been able to rely
on Marx or Luther. He did not dazzle; he was not the man for
the waving flags and the stirring sound of the "Charge"; he was
a dependable man with a genius for bringing up the rear without
fuss, the best type of German labour leader, and now eternally
honoured by being the butt of a regime which can never forgive
him for dying before it could lynch him.
What his own personal view of the situation in 1928 was we
do not know; he rarely asserted himself, and the responsibility
for the decision come to falls on the whole Socialist leadership
and not least on those who were guided by personal and not
very lofty ambitions. Its majority was in favour of taking office
on any conditions, a resolution about which there was nothing
unusual or anything that was calculated to shock German political
feeling, but it was a resolution to which very grave objection could
be taken. The critics have violently blamed Mueller for not forming
a Left coalition of the old type, as if there were something pecu-
liarly virtuous in forming one, but they are sufficiently answered
by a reference to the election figures and to the fact that the day
for a minority cabinet had passed. Nor do the critics see that the
day for a Weimar coalition had likewise passed. For all their
brave words, the restoration of normal political conditions had
made the Rightward movement of the Centrists inevitable. With
the issue of the Republic temporarily at least out of the way, it
reverted to its classic role of being a confessional party and because
of its confession a Conservative party. A Weimar coalition had,
therefore, no more inherent unity than any other; there was no
special virtue in it, and when all the circumstances are considered
it is difficult not to conclude that, until either Right or Left won
its majority, the only alternative to a rump coalition was a Great
Coalition. That was determined by the facts of the party political
situation. A great statesman would no doubt have altered the
facts, but Stresemann was facing a possible foreign political
crisis—and Mueller was not a great statesman. The abiding
merit of that solution was that Stresemann remained at the

